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Figure 2: Trimble, Garmin & Magellan Paths

Methodology
The Trimble Pro-XR was set to continuously 
collect points.  The Garmin & Magellan receivers 
took points simultaneously throughout the path 
recording location and elevation.  Points were 
taken as the path direction changed.  At specific 
points, the Trimble recorded points in which to 
compare.  
The Trimble information was downloaded into 
ArcView. The Garmin & Magellan data was 
inputted in the ArcView database.  Garmin & 
Magellan receivers record elevation in feet 
requiring a conversion to meters when comparing 
with the Trimble information.  Three maps were 
created to isolate each variable tested. 

 

Introduction
The availability of hand-held Global Positioning 
System (GPS) units on the market has lead to 
the question - how accurate are they? 
 
To answer that question, a test was done with 
two of the more common ones on the
market: Garmin &  Magellan.  The Trimble 
Pro-XR, a unit with sub-meter accuracy was 
utilized as a control in which to measure the 
results.  The important data gathered by a GPS 
is location and elevation.  This experiment will 
see how reliable the data is in specific points, 
overall path and elevation.  

 Results
Points 
As seen in Figure 1, both GPS units have difficulty
lining up on specific points.  

Overall Path
When comparing the paths in Figure 2, it can be
seen that both GPS units have difficulty at certain
places.  A 120 - meter buffer is shown to give an
idea of the distance each line varies from the 
Trimble control line.  At point A, the Magellan 
places the location 122 meters from the actual 
location.  At point B, the Garmin's location varies 
from the Trimble's by 72 meters.

Elevation
The elevation of the test path can be seen in 
Figure 3.  The range of the Trimble elevation is
between 230 and 259 meters.  In comparison, 
the elevations of the hand-held units jump from
190 to 279 meters.  The Garmin tended to over-
estimate the elevation.  The Magellan under-
estimated the elevation but overall was closer 
than the Garmin.

Conclusion
 

The hand-held units would be useful for 
tasks in which the user is keeping track 
of a path or general location of a point.
Overall, the Garmin unit performed better 
than the Magellan in latitudinal/longitudinal
location.  In the test area, the Garmin line 
was comparable to the Trimble about 75% 
of the trip.  The Magellan unit deviated from
the Trimble frequently, especially in the 
densely covered region of the test area.

Both models could not be relied upon for 
elevational measurements.  Very few times 
were the hand-held units within 10 meters
of the Trimble measurement.

Accuracy in handheld units varies too much 
to be utilized in precision locational and 
elevational placement. Users requiring 
precise measurements in elevation or 
location should invest in the Trimble Pro-XR.
When measurements can afford to be less
precise, such as recreational uses, a hand-
held unit will perform well.  
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¥  A TIN is a vector model used to record elevation 
    data as points.  
¥  The connection of any three points forms a 
    triangle representing a topographic area. 
¥  A TIN of a sample area can be seen in Figure 4.

¥  The points were merged into one 
    layer utilizing ESRI's ArcView seen 
    in Figure 2.

¥  The merged data was opened in 
    ESRI's ArcScene and used to create 
    a triangulated irregular network (TIN) 
    shown in Figure 3.

¥  In addition, a raster image was also created using
    the merged data seen in Figure 5.  
¥  A raster is a model utilizing a grid cell to represent quantized 
    portions of data.  
¥  A grid is laid over an image.  
¥  Each cell of the grid than averages the values 
    within that cell as the representation of  the 
    elevation.

¥  The sample area taken to demonstrate the 3D 
    models is shown in Figure 1.
¥  Data was obtained from the georeferenced digital 
    orthophotoquads (DOQ's) containing latitude, 
    longitude and elevation points.

¥  The superiority of the TIN model in 
    topographic representation is seen in 
    Figure 6.
¥  Comparing it to the raster image, the
    river bank is smoother and shows less
    definition.
¥  Of  the two models, the TIN shows a 
    more accurate representation of the 
    area	 	 	
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